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Abstract—In this paper, a novel computer-based virtual train-
ing system for prostate brachytherapy is presented. This system
incorporates, in a novel way, prior methodologies of ultrasound
image synthesis and haptic transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) trans-
ducer interaction in a complete simulator that allows a trainee to
maneuver the needle and the TRUS, to see the resulting patient-
specific images and feel the interaction forces. The simulated
TRUS images reflect the volumetric tissue deformation and com-
prise validated appearance models for the needle and implanted
seeds. Rendered haptic forces use validated models for needle
shaft flexure and friction, tip cutting, and deflection due to bevel.

This paper also presents additional new features that make
the simulator complete, in the sense that all aspects of the
brachytherapy procedure as practiced at many cancer centers are
simulated, including simulations of seed unloading, fluoroscopy
imaging, and transversal/sagittal TRUS plane switching. For
realtime rendering, methods for fast TRUS-needle-seed image
formation are presented. In addition, the simulator computes
realtime dosimetry, allowing a trainee to immediately see the
consequence of planning changes. The simulation is also patient-
specific, as it allows the user to import the treatment plan for a
patient together with the imaging data in order for a physician
to practice an upcoming procedure or for a medical resident to
train using typical implant scenarios or rarely encountered cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

SEVERAL studies exist in the literature on modeling tool
interaction with deformable soft tissue [1]. A subcategory

of these methods, such as laparoscopic and endoscopic training
simulators, primarily target graphical rendering of simulated
camera images as their visual feedback. However, minimally
invasive procedures often lack direct visual feedback and
therefore are performed using guidance from the common
medical imaging modalities – ultrasound, fluoroscopy, and
intraoperative MRI. Physicians rely on these images along
with the haptic feedback from medical tools to make crucial
operative decisions. Therefore, realistic rendering of both
haptics and intraoperative imaging are necessary in order
to successfully create a virtual surgical room for training.
When soft tissues are involved, such rendering necessitates any
concurrent tissue deformation be taken into account as well.
Furthermore, for rehearsal and planning applications patient-
specific models are essential since the model of the tissue
region of interest and of the surrounding boundary constraints
play a significant role on the outcome of a procedure [2].
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Prostate brachytherapy is the permanent implantation of tiny
radioactive sources, called seeds (see Fig. 4), in and around the
prostate in order to treat cancer. These are delivered through
long needles, the accurate placement of which are tracked
intraoperatively as seen in Fig. 1 using transrectal ultrasound
(TRUS). Additionally, the radiation oncologists also rely upon
occasional verification of the seed locations intraoperatively
using X-ray C-arm fluoroscopy, primarily for quality control
and postoperative dosimetry. As a result, realistic simulation of
the brachytherapy procedure requires a visual display of what
the physician sees on the screens of ultrasound and fluoroscopy
machines during the treatment, a haptic device that simulates
inserting the needle into the tissue, and a haptic device that
simulates maneuvering the ultrasound transducer.

Brachytherapy received significant attention from the re-
search community, especially in the fields of tissue defor-
mation and needle interaction simulations: In [3], a graphical
simulation of needle interaction during brachytherapy was pre-
sented. Haptic simulation of needle insertion has been studied
widely in the literature [4], [5]. In [6], a haptic simulator with
virtual needle insertion and virtual TRUS-probe manipulation
was introduced targeting specifically prostate brachytherapy.
Nevertheless, a complete simulation environment with both
the haptic and the imaging counterparts is a challenging task,
not yet reported in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
Our work presents such a comprehensive training system for
brachytherapy. Preliminary results of this work were presented
in [7]. In addition, this current paper introduces fluoroscopy,
dosimetry and seed implant simulations, hardware-accelerated
needle and seed appearance simulations, patient-specific plan
import and rehearsal, as well as the nontrivial integration
of haptic, imaging, and other simulation components. Note
that no other simulation system published to date (e.g., [3],
[6], [7]) is capable of such comprehensive simulation of the
brachytherapy procedure as presented in this work. Therefore,
our main contribution is the introduction of this first com-
plete braphytherapy training system. To that end, the three
major novelties presented here are our models for (i.) seed
implantation, (ii.) TRUS-needle-seed image composition, and
(iii.) needle-seed fast image formation. The former was needed
for physically realistic simulation of seed implantation, and
the latter two for accelerating ultrasound image simulation to
realtime. The presented system is also the first computer-based
brachytheraphy training environment with 2D/3D dosimetry
visualization and fluoroscopy simulation, which are essential
for post-implant quality assurance.

Ultrasound is a realtime, cost-effective, non-ionizing medi-
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Fig. 1. Brachytherapy setup (top-left) [6], the TRUS probe on its translation
stage (top-right) and the brachytherapy needle (bottom).

cal imaging technique. It is widely-used in several diagnostic
and surgical scenarios, computer-assisted simulation of which
then necessitates a realistic simulation of this image modality
in computational environment. For this purpose, several gen-
erative and interpolative simulation methods have been pro-
posed. Generative methods synthesize ultrasound images by
simulating the complex interactions of each emitted ultrasound
wave. However, the wave interactions in the tissue can be
quite complex, and hence image generation using sophisticated
mathematical modeling [8]–[10] may take minutes to hours for
a single frame of a large anatomical scene. Although recent
advances in GPU computing are promising for accelerating
such computation to near realtime, it is still not straight-
forward to extend these methods to clinical scenarios; because
for capturing the realism and complexity of actual clinical
ultrasound images, such methods require exact geometric mod-
els of the anatomical region of interest as well as scattering
parameterizations of all involved tissues, which are both not
readily available and have no obvious way of acquisition. Al-
ternatively, another group of generative methods use simplified
wave interaction models [11], [12], which however generate
artificial looking ultrasound images. In contrast, interpolative
simulation yields realistic images by synthesizing 2D frames
from a previously acquired 3D patient image [13]–[15].

Typical TRUS probes use a transversal convex and a sagittal
linear array, using which the anatomy, the needle and the
seeds are imaged during brachytherapy procedure as seen in
Fig. 2. Simulation for training of the brachytherapy procedure,
as well as many other ultrasound-guided medical procedures,
requires synthesized ultrasound images that realistically mimic
those seen during the procedures. In our earlier work, the use
of interpolative schemes were introduced both to synthesize
deformation-coupled images from reconstructed B-mode vol-
umes [16] and to synthesize needle and seed images from
multi-dimensional image atlases [17]. These methods, which
were validated through phantom studies, have been adopted
in our simulator for a realistic simulated TRUS display. These
are here integrated with deformable tissue simulation models
using the finite element method (FEM).

Fluoroscopy is a projective imaging technique that uses X-
rays to generate digital images of anatomy in realtime. Its

Fig. 2. Transversal and sagittal image planes are shown on the TRUS probe.
The template grid attached to the probe and a needle inserted through a grid
hole are also depicted. The attached coordinate frames of these simulation
components that are referred later in the paper are also introduced here.

computational simulation has been studied earlier in the liter-
ature [18], [19]. In this work, we utilize the graphics pipeline
to generate the projective fluoroscopic views of the seeds using
a pin-hole camera model for the C-arm collimator. Since the
soft-tissue contrast in the fluoroscopy images typically used in
the brachytherapy procedure is relatively low, we accordingly
neglect changes in tissue appearance due to intraoperative
tissue deformation and simply use a template preoperative
fluoroscopy image of the patient, onto which the simulated
seed appearances are fused.

Below, first we introduce the models for deformable tis-
sue, the brachytherapy needle and seeds, and the TRUS
probe, together with the interaction of these models. The
proposed techniques for ultrasound and fluoroscopy image
simulation are presented next. Then, patient-specific model-
ing and parametrization are summarized. The results section
demonstrates various training simulator features on different
patient models. This is followed by our conclusions.

II. MODELS AND INTERACTION

The haptic interaction subsystem is adopted from [6]. For
sake of completeness, the employed methods and our mod-
ifications are summarized in the following subsection II-A.
Subsection II-B presents our novel seed implantation model.

A. Modeling Soft Tissue, Needle and TRUS probe

The prostate is a stiff gland surrounded by softer connective
tissue. As needles are inserted into the prostate, it shifts,
rotates, and deforms, which may yield in seed targeting er-
rors [20], [21]. The deformation is also visible in intraoperative
TRUS images, where for instance the prostate is seen to “stick”
the needle and shift toward the bladder with it [22]. Therefore,
both the use of a deformable tissue model and the simulation of
its effect on ultrasound and fluoroscopy images are inevitable
to achieve a realistic brachytherapy simulator.

For the simulation of tissue deformation, we use the linear-
strain quasi-static finite element method (FEM) [4], due to the
involvement of haptic components that require refresh rates up
to 1 kHz. Given an anatomical tissue mesh, this method utilizes
the condensation technique [23] for a fast, stable simulation
of mesh deformation. In this work, these deformed meshes
are also used for realtime computation and simulation of the
immediate TRUS images (Section III-C) and the implanted
seed locations (Sections II-B).
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Fig. 3. Two needle insertions to the left and the right of the prostate, as
viewed in the postero-anterior direction with the undeformed prostate seen in
the middle and the pubic arch seen in the back. The volumetric mesh and the
surrounding soft tissue were simulated, but not displayed here.

20 cm long, 18-gauge brachytherapy needles are made of
stainless steel and are relatively flexible. The TRUS probe is
a stiff cylinder of 1 cm radius and, as such, is simulated as
a displacement boundary condition for the tissue. The tip of
the needle has an angled cut (bevel), in the direction of which
the needle bends slightly as being inserted. Together with the
flexible needle shaft, this allows for the physician to steer
the needles at locations that are not directly aligned with the
template holes, e.g. to implant seeds behind the pelvic bone
by inserting the needle just below the bone and then steering it
upward using the needle bevel. Simulation of such steering is
implemented similarly to [3], [6], in which the mesh adaptation
process (that is responsible for the conformity of tissue mesh
nodes and the needle model) is modified in a way to simulate
a bevel tip cut. Discrete approximations for flexural simulation
of long slender objects have been previously presented in the
literature, such as for hair [24], rope [25] and catheters [26].
The friction between the needle and the tissue is an important
simulation aspect for the realism of a simulated insertion. This
was noted by several studies in the field [3], [4], [6] and
was commonly treated using a “stick-slip” friction model for
realistic simulation. This is accordingly also used as part of
our needle contact model. Fig. 3 demonstrates a sample case of
simulated prostate deformation resulting from abovementioned
cutting and friction forces.

The trainee can manipulate both the needle and the probe
virtual models using haptic devices; respectively, a Sensable
Phantom Premium or Omni connected to an instrumented
actual needle, and two Novint Falcon devices connected to
a mock TRUS probe. The Phantom Premium is a high fidelity
haptic device that can be installed as a teaching tool in a health
education facility; however, it requires additional interface
hardware. In contrast, the consumer level Phantom Omni can
offer a portable teaching and training solution for medical
students and residents. Consequently, we have implemented
and tested both devices in our system. All simulation features
can also be controlled in the graphical user interface, when
no haptic devices are present. This is particularly useful for
protocol training or for practicing possible implant scenarios
by observing volumetric, imaging, and dosimetry outcomes.

B. Modeling Brachytherapy Seed Implantation

Standard seeds are cylindrically shaped with 0.8 mm in
diameter and are 4.6 mm in length. The radiation oncologist
inserts the needles by manipulating the cannula base and then
deposits the seeds by holding the needle stylet still, while

Fig. 4. The model employed to simulate implanting the seeds. In the clinic,
the seeds are preoperatively placed in 20-30 needles, with each needle having
2-6 seeds. In the simulation, using the imported plan we fix the seed coordinate
frames Cimp to the needle until they are dropped in the tissue by the user
(I), at which instant we fix their coordinates Cnom to the tissue element they
are enclosed by. At each subsequent simulation instant, the deformed seeds
Cdef are then found using the FEM tissue deformation (II).

pulling out the cannula (see Fig. 1(bottom)). Once the stylet
meets the cannula, the cannula and the stylet are pulled out
together. Because the stylet supports the seeds from behind,
holding it in place fixes the seeds in space. Meanwhile, pulling
the cannula backward effectively results in all seeds being
dropped at their immediate relative positions in the tissue.

As the stylet is inside the cannula, its effect on the medical
images is minimal; and since it is not maneuvered except for
the instant of abovementioned seed deposit, its haptic involve-
ment is not essential. Accordingly, in our work only the needle
cannula is simulated, shown in the images, and controlled by
the haptic device and the interface controls. The above seed
deposition action is simulated by a button on the haptic device.
At that simulation instant, the current bent needle configuration
is used to attach the seed coordinates C imp to the tissue
mesh elements that enclose them (see Fig. 4). These locations
are then immediately converted to nominal tissue coordinates
Cnom to be used at any subsequent simulation iteration in
order to find (deformed) seed positions/orientations Cdef .

In the clinics, a radiation physicist plans each brachytherapy
procedure based on the prostate surface/volume delineated
from a preoperative TRUS volume study. The seed implant
locations are planned for a safe and effective dose distribution
yielding a successful treatment. The preoperative planning
software outputs information on each planned needle, such
as the locations of contained seeds relative to the needle tip,
the template grid location through which that needle should
be inserted, and the insertion depth for deposition (relative
to a fixed frame, such as the base of the prostate). In the
beginning of a procedure, by adjusting the probe stabilizer
the TRUS volume is registered to the images of the above
preoperative volume study. This in turn registers the template
grid and the translation stage at their planned locations relative
to the prostate. Then, the depth and the grid location prescribed
for each needle, together with the prescribed seed positions
within that needle, ensure that the implant locations are as
planned. Given the feedback from the imaging modalities, the
physician may make adjustments, if necessary.
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Fig. 5. An MR-based anatomical model before (left) and after (right) seeds
been implanted (the prostate is shown transparent in the latter). In the 3D
displays throughout this paper, the tissue mesh elements are not displayed to
avoid clutter; only the surfaces of anatomical structures are rendered.

We import the implant plans from an industry standard
planning software, VariSeedTM by Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, CA. The trainee follows a printed report as in an
actual procedure. Upon the implant of each set of seeds in
a needle by the trainee, the simulation then prepares the next
needle for the trainee by loading the planned seed pattern for it.
As common in actual procedures, the trainee can also choose
to implant a particular needle out of order or at a different
template hole. A patient model with seeds implanted using
our simulation is seen in Fig. 5.

III. IMAGE SIMULATION

In this section, TRUS and fluoroscopy image simulations
and the rendering of other graphical interface elements perti-
nent to brachytherapy training are presented.

A. Graphical Model View

The anatomical FEM model, the TRUS probe, the needle,
and the delivered seeds are shown in a 3D graphical view.
The mesh interfaces that separate different anatomical regions
are identified during offline model generation. These are then
rendered using texture mapping at simulation time using the
immediate deformed positions of FEM nodes. The implanted
seeds are also displayed at locations calculated as in Fig. 4.

Typically, radiation oncologist does not have access to such
a 3D rendering in the clinics. Nevertheless, identification and
interpretation of the relative spatial arrangements of the above-
mentioned clinical components, in particular the interpretation
of TRUS images in spatial relation to the anatomy, is an
important learning objective for medical residents. To that
end, this 3D graphics representation is provided as a teaching
tool and training aid. This can be turned off for later realistic
training and trainee assessment.

B. Dosimetry

Dosimetry is the computation of radiation dose delivered
to each tissue location. It is used in preoperative planning
such that the prostate tissue receives a minimum prescribed
dose that will treat cancer, while no location (in particular
the sensitive anatomy such as the urethra and the rectum)
is overdosed. Due to several factors including intraopera-
tive registration errors, seed placement errors and possible
intentional deviations from the plan, the actual delivered
dose may be different than the planned one. Typically, the
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Fig. 6. The dose rate g as a function of distance from seed center (left) and
an isodose contour overlaid on the simulated TRUS image (right).

performing oncologist intraoperatively does not have access
to any immediate calculation of the dose that will result from
the seeds already implanted. Nonetheless, it is part of their task
(and hence a major training objective) to predict underdosed
tissue regions using the current ultrasound and fluoroscopy
images and, if needed, to amend plans intraoperatively by
implanting additional seeds to such areas. Note that achieving
the desired radiation dose distribution is the main goal of
any radiation therapy. Accordingly, postoperative dosimetry is
also the major quality assurance method for brachytherapy.
All other operative steps (and our simulation of those such as
the needle placement, plan reading, image interpretation) are
merely the means to this end. We have accordingly integrated
dosimetry computation and display in our system to facilitate
this aspect of training.

Each implanted seed irradiates its surrounding tissue in
an exponentially decreasing manner. Exposure to any tissue
location is the aggregation of effects from all implanted seeds.
Dose from each seed is calculated based on a standard point-
source model [27] as follows [28]:

D(r) =
K · C ·H · g(r) · a(r)

log(2) · r2
(1)

where D is dose in Gy units, r is the distance to the seed
center, and the constants K, C, and H are respectively the air-
kerma strength, the dose rate constant in water, and the isotope
half life (59.4 days for Amersham 6711 seeds modeled here).
The dimensionless radial dose g(·) and the anisotropy function
a(·) are specific for a seed type and are tabulated in [27] at
given radii. Fig. 6(left) shows g for Amersham 6711. The effect
of a seed is assumed to be negligible beyond 10 cm.

Conventionally, when computing dose D from a seed, both
g and a are interpolated linearly at a given distance r and then
multiplied with the other terms/constants. In order to accelerate
realtime processing, we compute a finely discretized version
of D a priori at r = [0.5, 0.6, ..., 100]mm (for r < 0.5mm,
the value at 0.5 is used conventionally) and save this as a look-
up table D[r]. Then, during the simulation the dose at a tissue
location is found efficiently by

∑
i D[ri] using the discretized

distances ri from each implanted seed to that tissue location.
Once the dosimetry is computed on a 2D/3D Cartesian

grid, then marching square/cubes is employed to extract the
lines/faces at a desired isodose level. We have two applications
of this in our simulation: (i) to see dosimetry in the current
TRUS plane as overlaid on the simulated TRUS image as
seen in Fig. 6(right), and (ii) to visualize 3D isodose surface
in the graphical view as seen in Fig. 7. The former runs
at visual haptic rates, so the trainee can see an immediate
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Fig. 7. The seeds after needle 20 are seen on the far left. Next, 3D dosimetry from those seeds are seen at isodose levels of 300, 200, and 100 Gy, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. (a) Transversal slices acquired using an encoder instrumented TRUS
probe. (b) For image simulation, the configuration of the transversal TRUS
plane and the intersecting needle segment is defined by 5 parameters: r the
distance to TRUS probe center, ℓ the distance to needle tip, α and β the
relative TRUS orientation, and ρ tip bevel direction (which changes the needle
appearance when the bevel is viewed). (c) A ≈1% downsampled version of
the texture that stores the transversal TRUS needle appearance dataset.

in-plane dose isocontour while interacting with the tissue.
Note that during insertion and retraction as the seeds move
orthogonal to the transversal TRUS plane, such dose contours
are observed to change drastically. The latter is only updated
on user’s request (with the press of a key) between needle
insertions, due to the compute intense nature of marching
cubes in 3D. Nevertheless, once a 3D isosurface is computed,
it is stored and can subsequently be displayed with negligible
computation overhead in the graphical view.

C. TRUS Simulation

TRUS simulation consists of simulated tissue, needle and
seed ultrasound images. For the tissue, an interpolative ultra-
sound simulation technique is employed. The TRUS volume
study of the patient is used as the nominal undeformed tissue
representation. In simulation, the intersection of the ultrasound
plane and each tissue mesh element is found and transformed
into the nominal tissue coordinates using the known simu-
lated deformation in realtime. Subsequently, slicing the voxel
volume along this transformed surface generates the desired
ultrasound image [16]. The voxel volumes in this paper are
generated from transversal slices (seen in Fig. 8(a) for a sample
case) collected using an instrumented TRUS probe. Details of
this data acquisition are given later in Section IV-A.

Let the coordinate frames of simulated transversal and
sagittal TRUS images be, respectively, CT and CG as shown
in Fig. 2. These are attached to the probe frame CP, which is
manipulated by the user via haptics in realtime. Switching be-
tween transversal and sagittal imaging is then performed in the

simulation simply by toggling the world to simulated image
coordinate frame between CTP = CTCP and CGP = CGCP.

The needle and seeds look significantly different depending
on their relative position and angle of incidence on the TRUS
plane. These are simulated using the data-driven approach
of [17], in which the TRUS appearance of all combinations
of needle and seed positions/orientations with respect to the
TRUS plane are collected a priori and then used in the
simulation to generate a realistic appearance at their given
relative locations. Note that the needle is almost perpendicular
to any transversal slice and can have at most one intersection
with it, whereas the needle shaft lies parallel to sagittal slices
and thus different sections of it can be in different relative
orientations with respect to a sagittal slice, in particular consid-
ering shaft flexure. Therefore, TRUS simulation necessitates
separate approaches for these two imaging configurations.

1) Transversal Images: In transversal slices, the needle
appears as a hyperechogenic spot with a “comet tail” artifact
behind it, caused by wave reverberations inside the shaft. The
needle appearance changes with its radial distance r from the
probe due to attenuation, with its relative orientation α and
β due to angle of ultrasound incidence, and (when imaging
the needle tip) with its rotation ρ around its axis due to tip
bevel. These appearance changes have essential consequences
in TRUS interpretation. For instance, the tip bevel appearance
is commonly utilized by radiation oncologist to verify whether
a hyperechogenic spot on an image is actually the needle tip:
If the artifact changes its appearance when the needle base is
twisted, this means both (i) that it is the needle, not a seed;
and, (ii) that the image plane shows the needle tip, not the
shaft (serving to confirm the inserted needle depth from the
known TRUS depth read on the translation stage). Identifying
such characteristic artifacts and their dynamic changes, such
as when the needle is twisted, enables the oncologist to verify
the spatial position of the needle tip and shaft, and accordingly
the seed locations within that. It is therefore also an important
clinical training goal, which motivated us to target simulating
and replicating closely such diverse appearance patterns.

Our 1D flexible needle model is composed of a set of line
segments that are coupled to the tissue mesh for the purpose
of deformation simulation. For the realtime TRUS simulation,
first the needle segment that intersects the TRUS plane and the
corresponding point of intersection POI seen in Fig. 8(b) are
found by point-plane comparisons of each needle model point
xN
i to the TRUS plane CTP. This yields the parameters r, ℓ,

α and β for needle appearance simulation. The last parameter
ρ, which also affects the steering direction of the bevel in
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Fig. 9. The needle appearance simulation in the graphical pipeline using
texture-mapping and alpha blending.

FEM simulation, is commanded by the user by twisting the
needle base. For the seed simulation, these parameters are
found similarly for each seed, except for ρ which is irrelevant
for seeds as they are rotationally symmetric. The appearance
images are then simulated using the above parameters in a
multi-dimensional tensor-product (a combination of nearest
neighbour and linear) interpolation scheme from datasets col-
lected a priori in water [17]. These datasets contain 3456 poses
of 80×350 pixel2 transversal needle appearances and 2016
poses of 38×28 pixel2 transversal seed appearances.

In this work, we introduce the methods to achieve nee-
dle/seed appearance simulations efficiently using conventional
graphics pipeline. The needle and seed appearances are stored
as look-up tables at simulation initialization in the texture
memory of the graphics hardware. A small fraction (1%)
of the needle texture is shown as an example in Fig. 8(c).
Note that parameters ℓ and ρ require linear interpolation
(LI), whereas for parameters r, α and β nearest-neighbour
interpolation (NNI) is both sufficient for satisfactory simu-
lation accuracy [17] and also necessary in order to avoid
image discontinuities that would otherwise have arisen (such
as if images at different radii r, e.g. two vertical neighbours
in Fig. 8(c), were to be linearly interpolated). Accordingly,
the latter three parameters are employed to recall the cor-
responding texture section as seen in Fig. 9. Using ρ and
ℓ, the four nearest appearances and their LI coefficients wi

are determined. These four images are then consecutively
texture-mapped on a rectangle by using wi as alpha blending
(transparency) factors in rendering. This rectangle is translated
and rotated such that the known needle center offset ri of the
database images (marked with × in Fig. 9) coincides with the
plane intersection point POI . The seeds are also rendered
in a similar fashion. This approach effectively offloads the
entire computational cost of pixel-wise fetching, blending,
and mapping images as a single step to the fragment shader
in the graphics hardware; yielding substantial acceleration.
Note that the appearances of the needle and several seeds
are simulated concurrently in this work, together with TRUS
and fluoroscopy image simulations and FEM, haptics, and
dosimetry components in parallel, which could not be achieved
without the devised methods and such accelerated computa-
tional treatments.

2) Sagittal Images: Similarly to transversal images, atlas
datasets of sagittal needle and seed appearances were also
collected in water a priori. These contain 828 poses of 300×40
pixel2 needle and 336 poses of 50×32 pixel2 seed appearances.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) Needle projection on the sagittal TRUS plane and the virtual tip
for one needle segment; (b) generation of individual needle segment images
form corresponding texture coordinates.

For the seeds, sagittal appearance simulation is carried out
similarly to transversal images. However, for the needle a
different strategy is needed. Our dataset contains only straight
needle images, as acquiring a dataset of arbitrarily bent needles
is not practicable. For simulating a bent needle, fetching one
atlas image and simply deforming it cannot guarantee ac-
ceptable rendering, since different needle segments may have
different relative orientations that are captured by separate
atlas acquisitions corresponding to each segment’s orientation.
Moreover, while the tip is in the TRUS plane, the shaft may,
for instance, simply be orthogonally too far to appear in the
image. To accommodate such situations, each needle segment
is simulated separately and later stitched as described below.

The atlas needle dataset was parameterized by the needle tip
distance/orientation with respect to the TRUS plane. Thus, in
the simulation for each segment, a virtual full-length straight
needle is considered, at the tip of which the corresponding
needle pose parameters are determined for that individual
segment. This is shown for one segment in Fig. 10(a). Sub-
sequently, tensor-product interpolations are performed in the
rendering pipeline by blending textures similarly to transversal
images. However, here the appearance of only the corre-
sponding needle segment is simulated using this particular
orientation parameters. Accordingly, only a small part of
each such interpolated texture is actually mapped as seen
in Fig. 10(a). This is then repeated separately for all needle
segments by texture-mapping them on to rectangles that are
centered along the needle projection on the sagittal TRUS
image, in order to produce the full-length needle.

3) Superimposing the Simulations: Superimposing several
different image simulation outputs would have been a rela-
tively intensive computational procedure on the CPU. Never-
theless, this is straight-forward operation for the graphics hard-
ware given that suitable blending operations are specified for
the desired output. TRUS, seed and needle image simulations
are placed in front of each other in that order as seen in Fig. 11
for an orthogonal projection to fuse them together. The TRUS
is set to be opaque, whereas the seeds and the needle layers are
rendered as semi-transparent. Their image intensities are used
as their blending factor. In other words, at locations where the
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Fig. 11. Superimposed layers for TRUS display: I0 is the background
mimicking a particular machine interface, I1 is the simulated image, I2 and I3
are the seeds and the needle appearances, and I4 is the template grid overlay.

Fig. 12. Different TRUS layers before and after they were superimposed.

simulated seed/needle images are black, merely the simulated
TRUS image is seen; conversely, for superimposed appearance
locations with image data, those pixels are imprinted and
blended with TRUS images as detailed in the Appendix.
To mimic the actual ultrasound machine interface, a mock
interface window is used as the background and, for the
transversal view, a template grid is overlaid on top. A sample
rendered transversal TRUS image with its different layers is
shown in Fig. 12. A sagittal example is provided in Fig. 13.

D. Fluoroscopy Simulation

In fluoroscopy, X-rays from a source first pass through the
collimator of a C-arm that shapes them into a cone. These
then pass through the patient and are detected on the image
intensifier of the C-arm. These are finally digitized by the
hardware to form an image. Due to the ionizing radiation
nature, fluoroscopy cannot be used for long periods to limit
patient and clinical staff exposure. Therefore, it is often turned
on for very short periods or used to take still snapshots
in prostate brachytherapy. In contrast to ultrasound, which
shows (cut-plane) slices through the anatomy, fluoroscopy is
a projective imaging technique. Since the metallic seeds have
much higher x-ray attenuation than the human tissue, they
simply appear as dark artifacts in the fluoroscopy images.
Furthermore, although the seeds can be seen clearly with
fluoroscopy in brachytherapy, the soft tissue contrast is low.
Accordingly, in our simulation only the implanted seeds are
simulated. A fluoroscopy image of the patient prior to any
seeds implant is used as a background and the implanted
seeds are rendered on top of this during the simulation. The

Fig. 13. A simulated sagittal TRUS slice with prominent features indicated.

Fig. 14. Actual (top row) and simulated (bottom row) fluoroscopy images.
The top-left image is used as the background template for the simulations,
which were taken after the 5th, 10th, and 20th needles with the last one
corresponding to the seed distribution of the isodose surface shown in Fig. 7.
The seeds are not expected to coincide between the actual and simulated
images, as the needles were inserted at random locations in this simulation.

background fluoroscopy image is not altered with deformation,
which is a reasonable assumption considering that (i) the
fluoroscopy images are often taken between needle insertions,
thus capturing the nominal undeformed tissue state, and (ii)
the radiation oncologist uses such images mainly for localizing
the seeds, not to observe changes in soft tissue. Note that this
scheme takes into account seed displacements due to tissue
deformation, despite ignoring tissue deformation itself.

The graphical display pipeline is indeed very effective for
such rendering with a projective nature. We render the scene
from the perspective of the C-arm collimator facing in the
direction of the image intensifier, with the prostate in-between.
A fluoroscopic image without any implanted seeds is used as
the background, on which the implanted seeds are rendered
with no lighting and texture from that perspective in order to
simulate the fluoroscopy images as in Fig. 14. This is simple
yet an effective technique enabled by the assumption of low
soft tissue contrast, which is not utilized medically for the
given procedure and hence is not essential for its training.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Volumetric TRUS Model Generation

The TRUS probe is instrumented with an encoder measuring
its insertion depth. Transversal TRUS images are then acquired
while the physician is translating the probe manually at a
slow rate during the patient volume study. These images were
collected using an Ultrasonix SonixRP ultrasound machine
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and saved after tagging their immediate position from the
encoder, which has a precision of 133µm, as computed from
the translation stage pitch and the encoder manufacturer’s
specified resolution. Fig. 8(a) shows the collected images from
a sample case. It contains over 300 frames of each 488×356
pixel2 resolution grayscale images. This particular dataset is
also used for simulating the TRUS images presented through-
out this paper. The collected images are then interpolated
on a 3D Cartesian voxel grid in an offline step generating
the simulation voxel volume. The volume, which takes up
50 MB for the example given above, is then loaded in memory
at simulation initialization and then used for realtime TRUS
image simulation as described in Section III-C. Considering
the simulation of needle and seed appearances, the atlas
textures take up 104 MB of graphics memory.

Thanks to the interpolative simulation method we follow,
the simulated transversal TRUS images indeed generate suc-
cessful images that are difficult to differentiate from the actual
images by expert sonographers. Simulated sagittal TRUS im-
ages are unfortunately of inferior quality relative to transversal
images. This is mainly due to the collection of patient data
being in transversal axis. The sagittal axis is then the out-of-
plane direction, in which the ultrasound resolution is poorer
by nature [29]. Furthermore, due to speed variations in manual
probe translation combined with limited hardware (image
I/O) throughput given the limited procedure time that could
be spared for such data collection, the collected slices are
distributed unevenly and hence have some larger gaps. For
instance, the collected slices in Fig. 16 cover 85 mm probe
translation with mean and median slice separations of 346µm
and 266µm, respectively. Any large gaps result in smeared
stripes in the simulated sagittal images due to interpolations.
This artifact for the worst-case gap of 3.6 mm in this given
dataset is shown by an arrow in Fig. 13. One solution is to
also collect a sagittally swept volume. This, however, requires
additional probe instrumentation and increased acquisition
time. Despite the lower image quality of sagittal images, the
prostate, the bladder, and other anatomical features are still
distinguishable as seen in Fig. 13 to serve training purposes.

B. Volumetric FEM Model Generation

One way of generating the tissue FEM model is to use a
high-contrast low-noise image modality such as MR, which is
acquired for brahcytherapy patients on certain occasions [7].
This method allows for a detailed model with a large field
of view, as presented for one patient in Fig. 5. However,
for ultrasound simulation it requires the registration of such
a model with the collected 3D TRUS voxel volume. Such
registration is not trivial since MR and TRUS volumes are
acquired at different times, patient positions, and with other
relevant parameters such as bladder fullness not being con-
trolled between them. Also, the existence of TRUS probe
deforms and shift the prostate with respect to the pelvis,
complicating such registration. Therefore, in this work we
segment the prostate, the bladder, and the visible sections of
the pelvic bone in the 3D TRUS volume itself. Although this
is a more challenging task than MR segmentation, especially

for identifying the bones, it is still advantageous as it provides
inherently registered 3D mesh and image volumes, eliminating
the need for any further processing. The pelvic bone is
important for our simulation: it is rigid and, being part of the
skeletal system, it is grounded to the patient table as the patient
lies in the dorsal lithotomy position. Accordingly, this bone is
used in our FEM simulation as the fundamental displacement
boundary constraint, around which soft tissue deforms.

To generate an anatomical mesh conforming to the surfaces
of segmented organs while requiring a limited number of mesh
vertices for maintaining haptic frame rates, the 3D image
meshing software VIMesh [30] is used. This allows us to
budget a limited mesh resolution for best anatomical FEM
representation with high-quality tetrahedra. As the contrast and
signal-to-noise ratio of TRUS images is not suitable for direct
meshing using VIMesh, we created a labeled voxel volume
from the segmented anatomy and meshed that volume instead.

In the generated models, all nodes on the pelvic bone
surface are fixed and the superfluous mesh nodes and elements
inside the bone are then removed prior to the offline compu-
tation of FEM tissue stiffness matrix. The model generated
from the sample TRUS volume in Fig. 8(a) then contains 2195
nodes and 9741 tetrahedra, after the removal of bone interior.
The MR generated model seen in Fig. 5 contains 3278 nodes
and 13911 tetrahedra. Note that it is the number of nodes that
affects both the speed and memory requirements of our quasi-
static FEM simulation employing an offline-inverted stiffness
matrix. This non-sparse matrix for the two sample models
above occupies, respectively, 170 MB and 380 MB memory
in single-precision floating point.

C. The Simulation and Training Interface
Using the presented simulator, a trainee can load the preop-

erative radiotherapy planning of a patient, and perform inser-
tions of these planned needles and implant seeds accordingly
in the anatomical mesh model of that patient, while being pre-
sented with realtime TRUS images, fluoroscopy and dosimetry
as needed, along with corresponding haptic feedback on the
mock needle from the deformable tissue. To summarize the
various steps of brachytherapy procedure, the flowchart in
Fig. 15 is provided. Note that all these aspects of the clinical
intraoperative workflow are simulated in our system.

The GUI window shown to the trainee is seen in Fig. 16.
In this figure, the needle is seen penetrating the skin surface,
shown as triangulated in the front. In the simulation, display-
and haptic-related tasks are run in parallel at their own refresh
rates in separate processes. Fig. 17 shows the variables shared
among the tasks and the data flow between them. Different task
priorities are used to isolate crucial simulation processes. From
the highest (time-critical) to the lowest (background), these
are: (i) low-level device haptic loops, if haptic control is on,
(ii) the FEM simulation, (iii) critical user interface controls,
(iv) the TRUS simulation, (v) the fluoroscopy simulation,
(vi) the 3D graphical display, and (vii) dosimetry computation.

For TRUS simulation, the total computation time for one
iteration including the B-mode image, the needle, and the
seed simulations takes less than 4 ms on an Intel Core i7-
870 (2.93 GHz) machine with 4 GB memory and an NVIDIA
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Fig. 15. Steps of a typical prostate brachytherapy procedure, all of which
are simulated in our training system. A sample preoperative planning report,
which is followed during a procedure (and our training as well), is also shown.

GeForce GTX 480 (1.5 GB) installed; as timed by sweep-
ing the image plane randomly through a volume, in which
100 seeds were implanted. Fluoroscopy is refreshed seldomly
and takes negligible time, even with the multi-sample anti-
aliasing scheme employed in order to eliminate the detrimental
aliasing effect around seeds. Anatomical 3D rendering takes
less than 2 ms. The isodose surface display increases this
significantly. A high resolution dosimetry grid of 50×50×50
may take up to 2 s to compute when all seeds are implanted,
with the marching cubes taking the majority of time. This
viewing aid is envisioned only to be used between needle
insertions, that is when FEM and image simulations are idle.

Using the computed dosimetry, conventional dosimetric
quantifiers [31] can also be calculated, such as the common
quantifiers D90, V100, and V150 that are respectively the
dose corresponding to 90% of the prostate in a dose-volume
histogram, and the percentages of prostate volume irradiated
by 100% and 150% of the prescribed dose. The dose received
by other anatomy (e.g., the urethra and the rectum) can also be
computed similarly. These standard indicators for postimplant
quality assurance are ideal for assessment of training outcome.

Our simulation contains an option of loading and playing
back needle trajectories. This is beneficial for practicing

Fig. 16. The GUI shown to the trainee. The following are seen in the model
view: the TRUS probe (below), the needle penetrating the transparent skin
surface (triangulated), the pelvic bone (gray), the prostate (semi-transparent
red), the bladder (pink), the 3D isodose surface (blue) and the simulated
transversal TRUS image emanating from the probe tip. In the simulated TRUS
image in the top-right view, the seeds can be seen as hyperechogenic spots and
the shadowing from the pelvic bone appear as hypoechogenic region towards
top corners, while the prostate is seen in the center. The right bottom view is
the simulated floroscopy image. User controls are seen in the bottom-left.

Fig. 17. Simulation components running at haptic and display refresh rates,
where C and F , respectively, denote position and force, and the suffixes P,
N, S, and M denote probe, needle, seed, and mesh, respectively.

and assessing the outcome of different insertion scenarios.
Moreover, this can be utilized as the interface to an advanced
planning software that can optimize needle insertion/placement
for the optimum resulting simulated dosimetry taking tissue
deformation into account. One can also use this to optimize
unknown model parameters, such as tissue friction, by fitting
the simulated seed locations output by our simulation to the
observed seed implant positions, similarly to [22].

The simulation of TRUS probe to tissue FEM coupling
is relevant for registering preoperative planning volume to
intraoperative images at the beginning of the procedure. Fur-
thermore, deformation caused by later probe manipulations
will yield subsequent needle insertions to reach different
anatomical locations in tissue coordinates, making probe con-
tact simulation also essential.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a computer-based training system for prostate
brachytherapy has been presented. Performing this procedure
requires both haptic cues from the needle and visual cues
from the TRUS. Combining a haptic simulator with novel seed
implant and image simulation models as well as data acqui-
sition, model generation, and planning software integration,
this paper introduces a complete simulation system, which is
the first of its kind reported. This simulator allows the trainee
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to practice every work component that is part of the clinical
flow, including the positioning of the TRUS, the insertion of
needles, the deposition of the seeds, the monitoring of C-
arm fluoroscopy images, and the monitoring of transverse and
sagittal TRUS images together with the seeds as the needle is
inserted or rotated. The development of such a fully integrated
simulation environment will enable the rigorous evaluation of
trainees on patient specific cases. Other training aids, such
as 3D graphical rendering and realtime dosimetry, are also
provided in our system. Several components of this system
have been validated independently in phantom experiments
(e.g., needle flexure and tip bevel [6], B-mode simulation
efficacy [16], needle and seed appearances [17] and needle
interaction model [4], [22]). Having received excellent initial
feedback on the training simulator from performing physicians
supporting its face validity, a user study is aimed next to
evaluate its construct validity and to identify any shortcomings.

APPENDIX
SUPERPOSITIONING TRUS USING GRAPHICS BLENDING

During graphics rendering, each time a (source) pixel is
mapped onto another (destination) pixel that is already ren-
dered in the frame buffer and they need to be blended, the
final intensity Ifin is found from their intensities Isrc and Idst
as follows:

Ifin = ksrcIsrc + kdstIdst (2)

where ki can be one of the following (hardware) predefined
functions: zero, one, a given constant, or (1 − Ii). For any
subsequent rendering, Ifin is then in the frame buffer and acts
as Idst whereas the next mapped texture pixel becomes Isrc.
Given that, for linearly interpolating needle and seed images,
we start with a black (zero) background and use ksrc = ωi and
kdst = 1 for each interpolant image i. For overlaying those
onto the simulated TRUS, ksrc = (1− Idst) and kdst = 1 are
used as the blending model. The template grid is imprinted
using ksrc = kdst = 1. Note that the intensities are clipped at
the upper bound of the grayscale range.
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